Music: The ultimate painkiller.
You know this. Your mates know this. Your family knows this. Your dog knows this. Most
importantly, DJ Mosaken knows this.
His name literally translates to painkiller. His skills do too…
One of Austria’s premiere league music industry professionals; Mosaken has developed a matchless
reputation as a performer, promoter and producer, musically medicating crowds with a unique allstyle signature that excites, entertains and electrifies. Soothing souls, moving feet, shaking rumps,
breaking sweats and making friends with his boundary-less, quickfire showman style, from his
hometown Vienna right across Europe and Asia, Mosaken has sonically stamped from packed
stadiums to sold out festivals to nightclubs as an individual and as part of three major crews…
He represents global hip-hop at the highest level with US titan Shadyville DJs, he tours with the
legendary Masters Of Dirt freestyle show where BMX, FMX and quads dangerously spin just feet
above his head and as a founding member of the Juicy Crew, he’s responsible for Austria’s longest
standing, constantly roadblocked hip-hop and R&B event.
Mosaken has achieved all of this without releasing a single record. No EDM ghost-producing, in-itfor-the-fame, hit-chasing fakery – Mosaken is the real deal DJ whose worked his way up the classical
way: practice, passion and putting on impossible-to-forget parties. Pure late night hustle and
mixtape muscle: his personable attitude, humour and pure passion for the music has attracted
millions real human fans, his website is the most popular music website in Austria and his mixtapes
stretch the globe so far he once found himself chilling in Thailand and heard his mixtape come on
the bar stereo!
Besides the love of a perfect dumpling (he’s collected over 20 books dedicated to dumplings from
around the world) and a desire to visit every country on the planet (he’s 25 percent into this mission
so far), the success of his career so far is genuinely all Mosaken has ever wanted. Investing every
waking hour and every penny earned, it’s been his vision since his first trip to Berkeley’s legendary
Amoeba Records while visiting American family as a child. Whittling his wax addiction through Bones
Thugs N Harmony, Dr Dre, Warren G and Tupac, switching school for turntable sessions, Mosaken’s
aim to entertain and give you the night of your life has been a fixation his entire adult life…. And his
hard work has paid off.
One of Austria’s most recognisable and trustworthy industry professionals and entertainers,
Mosaken is now set to level up with his debut productions. Just like his sets, his sound is a fusion of
the most exciting styles from hip-hop to trap to moombah to bass and back again: hedonistic, partyspirited, unpredictable, addictive…. And, as you’d expect, the ultimate painkillers. Just like Mosaken
himself. Stay tuned.

